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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a commutative ring with 1, and fix an integer n B 1. Suppose 
X, are variables with 1 d i<j< n. We denote by S = R[X] the polynomial 
ring over R with n(n + 1)/2 variables X,. Assume X, = X,, when 
1 d i <j< n. Then (X,) is the generic (n x n)-symmetric matrix with entries 
in S. For a positive integer p such that 1 dp<n, let J, be the ideal of S 
defined by all p-minors of (X,). The rings S/J, have been the classical 
objects of intensive study. For instance, by the first and the second 
fundamental theorems [2, 111, it is well known that when an orthogonal 
group acts on a certain polynomial ring in a certain way, the ring of 
invariants is described in the form of S/J,. Furthermore it has been proved 
that when R is Cohen-Macaulay, S/J, is also Cohen-Macaulay and the 
equality depth(J,) = proj dim,(S/J,) = (n -p + 1 )(n -p + 2)/2 holds [7]. 
In [S], Jbzetiak, Pragacz, and Weyman constructed the minimal free 
resolution of S/J, for any n and p, when R contains the rational number 
field (the minimal free resolution means the resolution such that its entries 
of boundary maps do not have constant terms). But over an arbitrary com- 
mutative ring R minimal free resolutions have not been obtained in general. 
In the cases where p = 1 and p = n, we can construct the minimal free 
resolutions of S/J,, from the Koszul complex. Further, when p = n - 1, 
minimal free resolutions of S/J, were explicitly constructed in [3, 41. 
In this article, we prove that the relation module of minors of (X,) is 
generated by degree 0 and 1 relations on minors, and explicitly describe 
those relations. Moreover, by using this result, we prove the existence of 
minimal free resolutions of S/J, when p = n - 2. 
The basic idea is the same as that of [6], but we use plethysm formulas 
in place of Cauchy’s formula used in [6]. 
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Let E be a finite free R-module, and fix a non-negative integer r. The 
plethysm formula is a natural filtration of S,(S,E) over an arbitrary com- 
mutative ring R (“natural” means that all modules of this filtration have 
the structure of GL(E)-modules). When R is a field of characteristic 0, it 
is well known that any finite-dimensional polynomial representation of 
GL(E) is completely reducible and decomposed into irreducible representa- 
tions corresponding to certain partitions. Unifortunately over an arbitrary 
commutative ring R it is false. But, we can construct a natural filtration of 
S,(S, E) over an arbitrary commutative ring R such that its associated 
graded module is in the form of the decomposition of S,( S, E) over a field 
of characteristic 0. 
Using plethysm formulas, we can associate a given relation on minors of 
(X,) with a certain partition. By adding a certain well-known relation to 
the given one, we can reduce the given one to an element corresponding to 
a higher partition under the lexicographic order. By induction on the 
lexicographic order of a set of partitions, we will prove that any relation on 
minors is the sum of well-known elements. 
It is well known that, in order to show the existence of minimal free 
resolutions of SJJ, _ 2, we have only to prove that Betti numbers are inde- 
pendent of the characteristic of the coefficient held. By using the results 
about relations on minors, we can calculate Betti numbers of S/J,, ~ 2 easily. 
In Section 2, we review some basic facts in the characteristic free 
representation theory of GL. Notation is taken from [l]. Plethysm for- 
mulas are constructed in Section 3. In Section 4, we review some facts from 
[6]. Using these, we study relations on minors of the generic symmetric 
matrix (X,) in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, by using the results from 
Section 5, we show the existence of minimal free resolutions of the ideals 
defined by (n - 2)-minors of generic (n x n)-symmetric matrices. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we review some characteristic free representation theories 
of GL. For the proofs of propositions, we refer to Akin et al. [l]. 
Throughout this article, we denote by R a commutative ring with unit 
and all tensor products are defined over R. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A partition is a sequence of positive integers 
I = (A,) . ..) 2,) such that 1, > A2 > . 2 A,. The weight of I is defined to be 
I, + i, + . . + E,, and is denoted by 121. To each partition I we associate 
its transposed partition x = (I,, . . . . ;?,), where x, is the number of 2, such 
that I, > k. We introduce the lexicographic order to the set of partitions, 
i.e., for two partitions 2 = (A,, . . . . A,) and ,r~ =(p,, . . . . II,), we say that A is 
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higher than p and write 1~ p, if there exists i such that & = pk for all k < i 
and li>pi, regarding Aq+l=Aq+2= ... =0 and ~~+,=p,.+~= ... =O. 
iap means 1>~ or il=p. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let E be a finite free R-module and k a non-negative 
integer. We denote the kth exterior and symmetric modules of E by A” E 
and Sk E, respectively. Further, we define A E = ok a,, Ak E and 
SE= @k>O SkE. Then they become Hopf algebras with the multiplications 
m and the comultiplications A. (m is defined as usual, and A is induced by 
the diagonalization. Note that S,E and A” E are polynomial GL(E)- 
modules; moreover m and A are morphisms of GL(E)-modules.) 
For c( = (u., . . . . a,) a sequence of non-negative integers, we denote 
by & E and S,E the tensor products A”’ E @ ... @ A”q E and 
S,,EQ ... 0 SaqE, respectively. (Note that SE is a polynomial ring over R 
with rank(E) variables.) 
For a partition I= (A,, . . . . A,), let (a,) be a (qx II,)-matrix over the 
integers h such that aU = 1 when j< Ai and a,j = 0 when j> ii. Now 
consider the GL( E)-morphisms 
/‘@=/j\“‘EQ . . . @/+E 
I 
A@ ... @A 
(A“” E@ . . . Q /ja’il E) Q . . . Q (A”” EQ . . . Q /\% E) 
(S,,,EQ ... &s,,,~E)O 
I 
(S,,,EO -.. C3S,,E)O ... @(S,,,,EO ... oSaq+E) 
1 
en@ .” @%w 
SxE=Sx,EQ ‘.. QS,,E, 
where the second map is induced by Aa’/ E = SaV E (recall that aU = 0 or 1) 
and the third one is the permutation according to the index aq. Denote this 
composite map by d,(E) or d2. 
DEFINITION 2.3 (Schur functors). Let LAE be Im(d,(E)). L, is called the 
Schur functor of the partition A. (When R is a field of characteristic 0, Ln E 
is an irreducible polynomial GL(E)-module of degree IAl corresponding to 
the partition A.) 
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PROPOSITION 2.4 (Universal freeness of Schur functors [ 1, Theorem 
11.2.161). For any R, E, and I*, LA E is a free R-module. If S is an 
R-algebra. then (LA E) 0 R S = L,( E OR S). 
DEFINITION 2.5. When si , s2, and k are positive integers such that 
k 6 s2, we have the GL( E)-morphisms 
This composite map will denoted by 0 k(E) or q ,k. 
Similarly when c1= (tl, , . . . . cx4) is a sequence of positive integers, we define 
a GL(E)-morphism as 
and denote it by 0 .(E) or 0 a. 
PROPOSITION 2.6 [l, Theorem 11.2.161. For any partition A, the follow- 
ing sequence of GL(E)-morphisms is exact: 
O- Im(Cl,(E))- An E- di.(E) L,E- 0. 
DEFINITION 2.7. For 1. = (A,, . . . . A4) a partition of weight t, we associate 
this partition with the set 
B, = {b,,) b,,, ...y blj.1, b,ly ...> b2>.2> ss.1 bq, 3 ...y byA4}, 
which consists of 111 variables. Let n be a positive integer. Tab,{ 1, . . . . n} is 
defined to be the set of maps from B, to { 1, . . . . n}, and each element of this 
set is called a “tableau.” Further, a tableau T is said to be standard when 
the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(I) For any i and j such that 1 <j< li, T(b,) < T(b,+ ,) is satisfied. 
(II) For any i and j such that Ai+, >j, T(b,) d T(b;+ ij) is satisfied. 
Moreover let {e,, . . . . e,} be a free basis of E. For a tableau T contained 
in Tab,{ 1, . . . . n}, e, is defined to be an element of Al E as follows: 
eT= eT(bll) A “’ A eT(bl;.,)@ ‘.’ @eT(b,l) A “’ A eT(b,A,). 
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PROPOSITION 2.8 ([ 1, Theorem 11.2.161). For any A, E, and R, the 
following set becomes an R-free basis of L, E: 
{d,(e,) ( T is a standard tableau, contained in Tab,{ 1, . . . . n)}. 
Using these basic facts about the characteristic free representation theory 
of GL, we will construct plethysm formulas in the next section. 
3. PLETHYSM FORMULAS 
In this section, we introduce plethysm formulas, which play an essential 
role in Section 5. Essentially, plethysm formulas were constructed in [2]. 
Hence, there is no new result in this section. 
For a non-negative integer r, S,(S, E) has a polynomial GL(E)-module 
structure. It is completely reducible when R is a field of characteristic 0. In 
fact, by computing the character of S,(S, E) [lo], we prove it to be decom- 
posed as follows: 
S,(S,E)= c LiE. 
j. 6 r, 
Here, r, is a set of partitions which will be defined in Definition 3.1. Unfor- 
tunately, over an arbitrary commutative ring R, such a decomposition does 
not exist in general. But there exists a natural filtration of S,(S, E) such 
that its associated graded module is equal to C ;. E ,-, L, E. We will call such 
filtrations plethysm formulas. 
This filtration will be constructed in this section. 
DEFINITION 3.1. For a non-negative integer r, a set of partitions r, is 
defined as 
r, = (A: partition ( 121 = 2r;when 2 = (xi, . . . . I,), each 1, is even}. 
Remark 3.2. There is a one-to-one correspondence between r, and the 
set of partitions of weight r. When A = (2,) A,, . . . . A,) is a partition of weight 
r, a partition (A,, 1,) &, AZ, . . . . II,, A,) is contained in r,. 
DEFINITION 3.3. For a positive integer k, 6, is defined to be the map 
6,: A” E@/j’E-+&(&E), 
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where, if we let J’l, . . . . fk, g,, . . . . g, be elements of E, 6, sends 
f, A ... A.fkc38, A ... A g, to 
C (sgna).(f,xg,(,,)~(f,xg,,*,)" ... 4fkxgad, 
OEGk 
where the sum is over all permutations. (G.k is the symmetric group on 
{ 1, . . . . kj, x is a multiplication in S,E, and 0 is a multiplication in 
Sr(S,E).) 
Moreover, for a partition 3. = (j”, , A,, A,, A,, . . . . A,, A,) contained in r,, 
the following composite map is denoted by 6 ;, : 
I 
at 
US, El. 
(It is easily verified that 6, and 6, are well-defined and have the structures 
of GL( E)-morphisms. 
DEFINITION 3.4. For a partition I contained in r,, GL(E)-submodules 
mIJz, and ~, of S,.( S, E) are defined as 
where the sums are over the partitions such that the above conditions are 
satisfied. 
(It is easy to check that 6,, is surjective when I, = (1, . . . . 1) is the lowest 
partition in f r under the lexicographic order. Therefore, ‘!JXnz,, = S,( S2 E). So 
{mJi6Fr is a natural filtration of S,(S, E) as GL(E)-modules.) 
LEMMA 3.5 (plethysm formulas). For an arbitrary commutative ring R 
and an arbitrary non-negative integer r, {YJI,},,, is a natural filtration of 
S,(S2E) such that its associated graded module is CI,EF, L,E. 
Proof. We have only to show that for any partition 2 in r,, m,/aA is 
isomorphic to LAE as a GL(E)-module. 
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Consider the commutative diagram 
/j;.EA 9J2, G S,(S, E) 
41 \ IPi 
LIE ~A/‘%, 
where pi is the projection and pi is the composite map pi. 0 6,. In order to 
construct the isomorphism LIE N roZ,/‘&JA, it is sufficient to show that 
Ker(d,) = Ker(cp,). 
First, we will prove Ker(dJ G Ker(cp,). By Proposition 2.6, this is 
equivalent to the following claim. 
Claim. For any partition A contained in Tj,, Im( 0,) c Ker(cp,) is 
satisfied. 
In short, we have only to show that ‘pA 0 0 1 = 0 for each partition 1 con- 
tained in r,. Let 1 be (al, . . . . a,,), where al = a2 = A,, . . . . aZd- , = azd = A,. 
Then the map q l>. is 
In order to prove cpl 0 lJA = 0, we have only to show that 
‘pi”{1 @+l)Q q ,Q 1 @(2d--1-1)} = 0 for every t and u. Consider the 
following two cases: 
Case I. Suppose that t is odd. Let i be (t + 1)/2 and 1 <u < ;li. In this 
case, l@(‘-l)@ lJU@l@(2d-t-1) is the map 
In this case it is easy to see that the fact that the next composite map, 
,,,r,+VEQA”z-“E Ok * ,,“,EQI\&E “I 
- SA,(S,EL 
is equal to the O-morphism implies that cplo{l @(‘-1)@2 q ,Q 
pG--r-lq =o. 
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In order to show SA, 0 0 ” = 0, it is obvious that we have only to show it 
when R is the rationals Q. 
Then any finite-dimensional polynomial representation of GL(E) is 
completely reducible. By computing the characters [lo], we obtain the 
decompositions 
A L+” E@/‘+” E= 1 L~j,~,k,;~,-k,E, 
v C k C i, 
S>.I(S2E) = 1 L,E. 
P E r;.# 
so l\i.,+v EQ /ji.l-” E and SA(S2 E) do not have a common irreducible 
component. This fact implies that Homo,&j2~+” E@ A’(-” E, 
SJS2 E)) = 0. Therefore, 6 j., 0 0 ” = 0. 
Case II. Suppose that t is even. It is easy to see that we have only to 
show that the composite map 
/\” E@/j”‘” EQAb-” EQ/jb Em A, E”” w@L 
where p = (a, a, b, 6) and 1 <u < b Q a, is equal to the O-morphism. 
Let fi, . . . . f,, g,, . . . . g,,“, h”, i, . . . . hb, k,, . . . . k, be elements of E. Then 
s,+o q “Ol)(fi A ..’ AfaQg, A ... A g,,, 
Oh”,, A ... A h,@k, A ... A kb) 
= 6, c (SW a)fi A ... Affa@&(~) A ... A go(,) 
,JE Q,+b 
U(l)< .,( -Go(a) 
o(a+l)< ... cu(a+v) 
Qg o(a+~) A ... A g++v) f, h,+, A ... A hb@k, A ... A kb 
= c (W 0) sa(h A ... A f,@&,,, A ... A g,,,,) CT= Cl+, 
a(l)< ... <U(U) 
o(a+l)< ... <o(a+“) 
ob(gr(a+l) A ... A\++,) A hv+l A ... A &Ok, A ... A kb) 
= 
c c (sgn a)(sgn 7) 
U-Z G+, ?eG,, 
CT(l)< ... <U(U) T(l)< (” -CT(“) 
o(a+l)< <~(a+“) r(“+l)< <r(b) 
‘=sa(h * ... A.fa@go(~)A ... A&(a)) 
o S”k a(a+ 1) A ... A go(a+v)@k(~) A ... A k,,,) 
ob-v(h,+~ A ‘.’ * h,@k,v+,, * ... * k,,,) 
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= c (sgn 7) S,+,(h A ... A .L A k(,) reah T(l)< ... Z(O) r(o+ I)< ... <T(b) 
A *.. A k,,>,@g, A ... A g,,,) 
OSh-o(h,+, A ... A h Ok,,+,, A ... A kc,,) 
E Im(6 (a+“,a+“,h-c,h-v))C of,? 
where the sums are over the permutations such that the above conditions 
are satisfied. Therefore, we get (Pi 0 (10 0 v 0 1) = 0. We have completed 
the proof of the claim. 
By the previous claim, we can construct the map Z~ such that the follow- 
ing diagram is commutative: 
By definition, 1). is surjective for each I contained in r,. Because Clc,-, L,E 
and S,(S, E) are free modules of the same rank (by the universal freeness 
described in Proposition 2.4, the ranks of both the modules are independ- 
ent of the coefficient ring R), the r;,‘s must be isomorphisms for all A. 
Q.E.D. 
Let E be a free module of rank n and {e, , . . . . e,} be a free basis of E. 
Then (ei x ei) is a symmetric matrix and S(S, E) is the polynomial ring over 
R with variables ej x ej. Furthermore, for a positive integer p such that 
1 <p 6 n, J, is defined to be an ideal generated by p-minors of the matrix 
(e, x ej), and we denote by (Jp)r the degree r part of J,,, that is, (J,), = 
Jp n Sr(& ~9. 
Remark 3.6. The next set is an R-free basis of (J,), : 
{6,(ei, A . . . A eip @ ej, A . . A ejp) 1 
1 <i,< ... <i,~n;l~j,<...<j,~n;i,~j ,,..., i,<j,}. 
Proof: This is easy to see by Proposition 2.8 and Lemma 3.5. 
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4. THE FIRST SYZYGIES OF DETERMINANTAL IDEALS 
In this section, the result in [6] will be introduced to find its applica- 
tions to our questions. 
Let F and G be finite free modules of the same rank with bases 
{f,, . . . . f,,} and {g,, . . . . g,}. (The equality of the rank of F and G is not 
assumed in [6].) Then S(F@ G) is a polynomial ring with n* variables 
over R and (,f,@g,) is the (n x n)-generic matrix. 
DEFINITION 4.1. For a positive integer k, the map ak is defined as 
ak : A” F@/jk G + &(F@ G), 
where & sends h, A ... A h,@q, A ... A q, in A”F@/j’G to the 
element 
(It is easy to see that ak is well-defined and a GL(F) x GL(G)-morphism.) 
Let Z, be the ideal generated by all p-minors of the generic matrix 
(.fiOs,). 
DEFINITION 4.2. For a non-negative integer Y, M,, and M,,, are defined 
as 
M,:A\” FOjjpG@S(F@G)m S(F@G), 
(Then, Ker(M,) = 0 raO Ker(M,,,) is satisfied since M, = ora0 M,,,. By 
definition, Ker(M,) is the relation module on all p-minors of (fifiog,) and 
Ker(M,,,) is the abelian group of relations of degree r. Furthermore we 
have Ker(M,,,) = 0 since p-minors are linearly independent over R. Hence 
Ker(M,) = Or,O Ker(Mp,r).) 
DEFINITION 4.3. We call the following two types of degree 1 relations 
on p-minors of (f, @ gi) “type I” and “type II,” respectively. 
Type I. Let Y = (y,,) be a (p x (p + 1))-submatrix of (fi@gj). Choos- 
ing an arbitrary row of Y, attach this row to Y itself as the first row. 
Letting Z = (z~,,) be this new ((p + 1) x (p + 1))-matrix (i.e., if one chooses 
the tth row of Y, Z= (zkh) is defined to be zlh= y,, and zk+ih= y,, for 
k = 1, . . . . p and h = 1, . . . . p + 1 ), expand det(Z) along this first row. It is 
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easy to see that this operation gives us a relation of degree 1 on p-minors 
of (fi@gj). Similarly, taking a ((p + 1) x p)-submatrix, exchange the roles 
of rows and columns. Then the operation as above gives us another 
relation of degree 1. Relations of type I are those obtained as above. 
Type II. Let W be a ((p + 1) x (p + 1))~submatrix of (f. 08,). The 
difference of a column expansion and a row expansion of det( W) gives us 
a relation of degree 1 on p-minors of (f, Og,). Relations of type II are those 
obtained in this way. 
Remark. If we replace (fi@gj) by the generic symmetric matrix (ei x ej) 
over S(S,E), we obtain degree 1 relations on p-minors of (ei x e,) in the 
same way as in Definition 4.3. We will call such relations type I or type II, 
too. 
THEOREM 4.4 ([6, Theorems 4.4 and 5.11). Ker(M,,) is generated over 
S(FQG) by degree 1 relations of type I and type II. 
For the proof of Theorem 4.4, we refer the reader to [6]. 
We now consider the applications of Theorem 4.4 to our question about 
minors of generic symmetric matrices. 
DEFINITION 4.5. For a non-negative integer r, NP and N,,, are defined 
as 
NP:ApE@/jPE@S(S,E)= S(S,E), 
Np,r: A” EQ/jP E@S,(S,E)= S,+,(S,E). 
(Then, Ker(N,) = Ora0 Ker(N,,,) since N, = erpO Np,?. By definition, 
Ker(N,) is the relation module on all p-minors and Ker(N,,,) is the abelian 
group of relations of degree r.) 
Let r, : F-+ E and tz: G 4 E be the isomorphisms defined by t,(h) = ej 
and r2(gi) = ei for i = 1, . . . . n. 
LEMMA 4.6. For any non-negative integer r, the following diagram is 
commutative: 
ApFQAPGQS,(FQG) MA, * S,+,(FQG) 
I AP51~Apr2~Sr(~O(r,~.r2)) $+,(+-~(5,c3‘zd) 
A” EQ AP EC3 S,t&El NP. I 
I 
* s,+r(S,E). 
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Proof: This is easy to compute. 
Remark 4.7. By Lemma 4.6, there exists the map yp,r such that the 
following diagram is commutative: 
0 - Ker(M,,,) - /jpF@/jpG@S,(F@G)A S,+,(FQG) 
I 
7p.r 
I I 
0 - Ker(N,,,) - A” E@/jp E@S,(&E) A S,+,(S,E). 
It is easy to check that yp,, sends type I and type II relations on p-minors 
of (f;fiog,) to type I and type II of (e, x e,). So yp,r also sends relations 
generated by type I and type II to such relations. Hence, by Theorem 4.4, 
Im(r,,) is contained in the set of relations generated by type I and type II. 
5. ON RELATIONS ON MINORS OF (e,xe,) 
Our main purpose is to obtain the next theorem: 
THEOREM 5.1. Ker(N,) is generated over S(S2 E) by Ker(N,,,), type I 
and type II relations. 
Before proving this, we shall define some notations. 
DEFINITION 5.2. For a non-negative integer r, f b+ r and rz+ r are 
defined as 
r;+r= {aIa=(a,, . ..) tlzk) is a sequence of positive 
integers such that CI, = c1*, . .. . azk-, = a2kr 
al apt a] +aZ+ “’ +a2,=2(p+r)}, 
rp*+‘= {aErb+,la is a partition}. 
DEFINITION 5.3. For a sequence a contained in r;+, and a non- 
negative integer t, L,, and 5, are defined as 
(1) L, ,:l\P+r E@/jP+’ E-+jjp E@AP EQS,(S,E), L,,, sends 
e,, A ... A eli+,Qej, A ... A ejp+, (i, < ... <ip+,, jl-c ... <jP+,) to the 
element 
c (sgn a)e,, A . . . A e,p@ejc,,, A . . . A eiorp, 
dE$J+l 
O(l)< ... <u(p) 
u(p+l)< .” -co(p+t) 
Q 8,(elp+, A ... A el,+t@%,p+,, A .‘. A e,,,,,,). 
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(L,, depends on a choice of basis elements of E. Hence, it is not a GL(E)- 
morphism.) 
(2) Let c( = (a,, a,, tlz, c(~, .. . . ak, elk) be contained in r;+r. By the 
definition of l-b + r, t = c( , - p is a non-negative integer. Then we denote by 
5, the composite map 
A” EC3 A” EQS,(S,E)QS,,(S,E)Q ... Q&,(&E) 
A” E@/jP E@S,(S,E). 
(5, also depends on a choice of basis elements of E.) 
Remark 5.4. By definition, M 0 (6, Q 1) o L,, = 6,+, is satisfied. Hence, 
when c1 is contained in rp*+r, the composite map N,,,o r, is equal to 6,. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We denote by &(N,, i) the R-submodule of 
Ker(N,,,) which is generated by type I and type II relations. We must 
prove that Ker(Np,,)=S,(S,E)~Ker(Np,,)+S,._,(S,E)~~(Np,,), for a 
given non-negative integer r. (We regard S i(S, E) as 0.) Obviously the 
right side is included in the left one. So we have only to prove the opposite 
containment. For simplicity of notation, we denote S,(S,E) o Ker(N,,,) + 
Sr-,(S,E)~Ker(N,,,) by K,,,. 
Let X be a given relation contained in Ker(N,,,). Suppose that 
&, = (p, p, 1, . . . . 1) is the lowest partition in rp*+ r under the lexicographic 
order. Since tj., is surjective and X is in Ap E@ Ap E@S,(S,E), there 
exists an element T such that t2,JT) = X. 
By adding a certain element of Kp,?, we wish to reduce X to higher parti- 
tions. Suppose that we have the equation 
where each T, is an element of A, E. 
(For example, t,,(T) = X itself is one such equation. We would like to 
find another equation CPETPI+, SB(Tb) = X (modulo K,,) such that the 
lowest partition /I for which Tb # 0 is higher than the lowest partition c1 for 
which T, # 0.) 
Case I. Assume t,(T,) = X (mod Kp,r), where p= (p+ r, p+r). (p is 
the highest partition in rz+, under the lexicographic order.) Since X and 
elements of K,,, are contained in Ker(N,,,), we have N,,.o~,(T,)=O. 
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Because of N,,,o 5, = 6, (R emark 5.4), 6&T,) =O. Furthermore, by the 
plethysm formula (Lemma 3.5), the following diagram is commutative: 
APE fi, S,+,(S,E) 
4 
\/ 
L,,E 
By this diagram, we have d,(T,) = 0. Then T, is contained in Im( 0 ,,) by 
Proposition 2.6. Hence, in order to prove X E Kp,r, it is sufficient to show 
that Im(t, 0 0 p) is included in K,,,. By the definition of 0 ~ and t,, we 
have only to prove the next claim: 
Claim. Let r, p, and v be non-negative integers such that p > 0 and 
1 <udp+r. Then Im(L,,,o 0,) is included in K,,,. 
We will prove this claim by induction on r. 
First, consider the case of r = 0. In this case we have Np,O o L,,, 0 0 v = 
d cp. p) 0 0 ,, = 0. So ImW,, 0 0,) is included in Ker(N,,,) = K,,,. (By the 
argument above, we have Ker(N,:,) = ~~=, Im( 0 ,,).) 
Second, assume that r is a positive integer. When p and v are positive 
integers such that 1 d v 6p + r, we would like to show Im(L,, 0 17 .) c K,,,. 
Consider the diagram 
Lp+l,,-1 Apfr E@Af-‘+‘Ee A p+’ E@l\ p+’ EOS,-1(S2E) 
I 
Lp.18 1 
l\PEOAPEOS,(S*E)OSr-l(SZE) 
I 
I@lC3~ 
A” EQ/jP E@S,(S,E). 
It is easy to see that this diagram is commutative. By the assumption of the 
induction on r, Im(L,+,,,_,~ 0,) is included in KP+l,rpl=Sr-l(SZE)~ 
Ker Wp + l,. )+s,~,(S2E)aKer(Np+,,l). (If r= 1, Kp+lO=Ker(Np+I o).) 
That is to say, for any element Y contained in A” + r fU E@ A” + rp ’ E,’ we 
have the equation 
L p+ l,r- I oO”(Y)= i Ry@a,+ i Rfobj+ i R:oc,. 
i= I j= 1 k=l 
481/12412-9 
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where the Rys are in Ker(N p + 1,0), the Rf’s are degree 1 relations of type 
I on (p + I)-minors, the RFs are degree 1 relations of type II on (p + l)- 
minors, the a;s are elements in S, _ i(SzE), and the bj’s and ck’s are in 
S,-z(S,E). By the commutativity of the diagram, we have 
In order to show Lp,r~ q ,(Y)EK,,+ we have only to prove that the 
L,, ,(Ry)s are contained in K, i, and the [(l@l@m)o(LP,l@l)(Rf)]s 
and [(l@l@m)o(Lp,I@l)(R~)]~ are in Kp,*. 
It is easy to compute that the [(lo l@m)~(L~,i@l)(Rf)]s and 
[(l @ 1 @ m) 0 (L,,i 0 l)(R:)]s are contained in KP,2 (e.g., [6, 
Lemma 3.4 1). 
Now we will prove that the L,,(RF)s are contained in K,,,. Since 
the Rys are degree 0 relations on (p + 1)-minors, they are contained 
in Irn(C;=+i /jp+‘+’ E@jjp+‘-” E-+~onD~P+l E@/jPf’ E). We may 
assume that, for each i, there exists u such that RP E Im( 0 ,). Consider the 
following two cases: 
(1) Assume l<u<p and Rf is in Im(Cl.). Let H=e, A ... A 
e&7+l+“Q%l A ... A e&T,+,-, be an element in ~p+l+vE@~p+lp”E such 
that f, < . . . <f,+,+” and g, < . . . <gp+,-“. Suppose Ry= D.(H), i.e., 
Ry= c UE Gp+l+c 
U(l)< “‘ca(p+l) 
(w a)efo,,, * ... A efb,p+,j 
U(Pf2)< “‘<o(p+I+u) 
{a(p+2) . . . . . dP+l+~)lnj&? . . . . . @+I--0)=0 
Qe fu(P+2) A ... A ef&,+*+b, A eg, A ‘.. A ePp+,-,~ 
For each rr~G~+i+” satisfying the condition above, positive integers 
1, < ... < (p + l), and E, = f 1 are defined such that the following 
equality is satisfied: 
e&+2) * ‘.. A ef&+i+b) A e&T, A ... A e&T,+,-, 
=& 0 Oeld A ... A e(,+,) . c7 
(It is easy to see that such integers are uniquely determined.) Then we 
obtain 
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Lp,,(R:) = c 06 Qp+l+L 
o(l)< ... cu(p+l) 
u(p+2)< ... <u(p+l+LJ) 
{dP+z) . . . . . o(p+l+ti))n{m ,..., np+1-,i=!z 
where L,,, sends each efO,,, A . . . A efo~p,,,@el, A ... A ec,+,jo to the 
expansion along elb,,+ i,. But even if we make another expansion, the 
difference is contained in &(N,, I ). Hence, we may expand each 
el,,, A ... A efn,P+,,@e, A ... A ec,+,l, along any row or any column we 
like. We will expand them along eg+ l+. Then by an easy computation, we 
have 
L,,(R:)=(-1)” c (sgn ~)oefo(21 A ... A efn,p+,, 
~~qo+l+L 
d2)C .” <a(p+l) 
a(p+2)< ~.‘<o(p+l+lJ) 
p+l+0 
=(-1)” 1 (-l)k+l 1 (sgn t)oeh,,,, A . A eh,t,l 
k=J rEGp+” 
r(l)<: “. <r(p) 
z(p+l)4 ... <r(p+v) 
Oe h,c,+li A ... A eh,,p+bl 3, A ... A e,p-A%xegp+,J~ 
where h, < ... -chp+c are positive integers such that {fi, . . . . f,+ , + ,} - 
(fk) = @, 3 . . . . h,, C}. Then, for each k, 
= c (sgn ~10 eh,,,, A A ehrtp, 
TEGp+, r(l)< .., <r(p) 
r(p+ I)< .., cT(p+v) 
Oe /z++,,A ... “ehT,,,+,,,“e,, A ... “e+,. 
Hence, L,,(Ry) is contained in K,, , when 1 < u <p. 
(2) Assume Ry is in Im(O,+,). Suppose Ry= O,+,(e, A . . . 
Ae 2p + 2 1. Then 
L,. ,(R;) = c (w ~)OLp.l(e,(j, A ... A edptl) 
at%JJ+2 
u(l)< ... <a(p+ I) 
0(p+2)< ... <0(2p+2) 
Oe u(p+21 A ... A evapc2) ). 
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If r~ is an element satisfying the conditions above, then a( 1) = 1 or 
a(p+2)= 1. 
First, we will calculate the part in which a( 1) = 1 is satisfied. Let us 
expand each e, A e,(,) A . . . A e~~P+,~@eO~P+2~ A ... A eo,2P+2j along e,. 
Then we have 
c (sgna)oL,,(e, A e,(2) A ... * en(p+l) 
,78 ‘=lp+2 
o(l)=1 
O(l)< .‘. <u(p+ I) 
a(p+2)< .” <0(2p+2) 
E 
c (w ~1 oeo(2) A ... A eacp+O 
CE Gp+2 
CT(l)= I 
O(l)< ..- <u(p+l) 
o(p+3)c ... <alZp+2) 
Oe o(p+3) A ... A eo(2p+2)0(el xev(,+2)) modulo(K, i ) 
2p + 2 
Oe mtrp+1, A ... A em+, O(e,xekL 
where m, < ... <mzP are positive integers such that (2, . . . . 2p + 2) - {k} = 
(m,, . . . . m2p}. Then, for each k, we have 
uptern, A ... A e,,) 
zz c (w T) 0 em,,,) A . . A emzIp, 
UEGZp 
T(l)< .. <r(p) 
r(p+l)< <r(2p) 
Oe melI+ 1) A . . . A em,,zp,. 
Hence, this part of L,, ,(Ry ) is contained in K,, i . 
By the same argument, we can show that another part (o(p + 1) = 1) is 
also contained in K, , . 
We have completed the proof of the Claim. 
By this claim, when the condition of Case I is satisfied, the given relation 
X is proved to be in K,,,. 
Case II. Assume the contrary to Case I. That is to say, there exist 
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partitions A, > . . . > A, contained in rz,,, and T,, contained in Aj,, E, for 
each k, such that 
i <j.,(Tj,,) s X modulo(K,,). 
k=l 
By the assumption of Case II, (p+ r, p +r) > Aq is satisfied under the 
lexicographic order. Then we would like to show that there exist partitions 
p, > ... > p, contained in r:, r, and T’,, contained in A,, E, for each t, 
such that pLs is higher than A9 under the lexicographic order and the follow- 
ing equation is satisfied: 
t$, 5JTJ = X modulo(K,,,). 
(If we can prove this, we will complete the proof of Theorem 5.1. by using 
induction on the lexicographic order of f f+ r ,) 
Consider the following commutative diagram: 
Since C”, = r 5 j.L(T ;.,) is a relation on p-minors, we have 
By Remark 5.4, N,,, 0 t j,k = 6 j.L for each k. Hence, C”, =, 6,,(T).,) = 0 is satisfied. 
Because A, > .. . > I, under the lexicographic order, 6,,(T,,), . . . . dh-,(Th-,) 
are contained in ‘&,. Consequently 6,JT,J is also contained in ‘9%52,q. By 
the commutativity of the above diagram, we have 
This implies that T!q is contained in Im( 0 j.,) by Proposition 2.6. Letting 
As = (sl, . . . . .sr), 0 j., is the map 
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q A,: 1 1 /j”‘EQ . . . Q/jsk-, E 
k=l v=l 
Hence, for each k and u, there exist R,,, contained in 
A”‘EQ . . . QA\sk-‘EQ/\sk+t‘EQA\Sk+~--EQA\sk+=EQ . . . Q/\“‘E such 
that Tiq = c:Ir, c;z; 0 $&). 
We must prove that, by adding a certain element of Kp,r, we reduce 
rn,o 04(Rk,,) to an element related to higher partitions, for each k and u. 
Consider the following cases: 
(1) Assume k = 1. Because I, = (sr , . . . . s,) is contained in rp*+r, 
s1 = s1 >p and &, = (sj, . . . . s,) is contained in rp+rPs,. By an easy 
computation, the next diagram is shown to be commutative: 
A s~+“EQAS2-VEQASJEQ . . . Q/\“‘E= 
A S1+VEQ/js2-v EQl\,. E 
1 
q 
1 E3 I c3 6’; 
‘I+” EQ/‘js2-” EQSp+,-s,(SIE) 
I 
Wp,s,-,~U,)c3~ 
A” EQS,,-,(SzE)QS,+,-.,(S,E) 
I 
l@lOm 
A” EQAP EQS,(&E). 
By the claim in Case I, we know that Im(Lp,,,_,o 0,) is included in 
KPA --P’ The commutativity of the above diagram implies that 
t4 0 q .(R,,,) is contained in K,,. 
(2) Assume k = 2. For simplicity of notation, we define a = s1 = s2, 
b = sg = sq, 2; = (s5, . . . . 3,). We denote by D the element 
ef A ... A %Qe,, A ... A eg,+,Qeh, A ... A ehhm,Qeml A ... A ems, 
where fi < ... <fa, g, < ... <ga+“, h, < ... <hbpv, m, -c ... <mb. Let- 
ting C be an element in Ani E, suppose R,,, = DQ C. Then, consider the 
commutative diagram 
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A”‘EQA S2+vEQ/\S~--EQ/\S~EQ . . . Q/j”‘E= 
A” EQA”‘” EQAbp” EQ/‘jb EQ/j\,; E 
I 
1cG1@3111@3~6i~ 
(A” EQ/j\“+” EQA’-” EQ/jbE)QSp+,~,~,(S,E) 
I 
(loo,c3l)sl 
(/i”EQ/\“EQAb EQ/lbE)QSp+rea-~(S2E) 
I 
(J-,.0-,8W@ 1 
(/‘i”EQl\PEQS,-p(S~E)QSb(S~E))QSp+r~~-tiS~E) 
I 
(l@l@im)61 
(A” EQAP E@S,,b-p (s,E))@S,+,-a-,(&E) 
5 ‘, o 0 “, 
A” EQ/jp EQS,($E). 
We have 
(lQIQ*n)o(Lp,a-pQBb)O(lQ q ,Ql)(D) 
= c (w ~)oL~,~-~(~~, A ... A %Qe ,,,,, A ... A ego,,) ~Ecl+" U(l)< ... U(O) 
a(a+l)< ... <a(a+v) 
= 
c (w 4 
i 
c (en a)oL,,.-,(ef, A ... A efo 
TEGb a~%+, 
7(l)< ... <T(U) o(l)< ... <u(a) 
r(v+l)< <z(b) u(o+l)< ... <U(c2fU) 
Q ego<,, A . . . A egocoj)o db(em,(,j A . . . A em,u,Q eg,,,+l, A . . . A eg,,,+,, 
odb-u(ehl A . . . A ehaer.@emr,“+,, A . . . A ern,,~)). 
Furthermore, by [6, Lemma 3.41, we have 
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c (sgna)oLPU-,(er, A ... A efOOe,V,,, A ... A e gdul ) 
(Tt G,+,. 
rr(l)c ... <a(a) 
a(a + 1 ic < rria + rj 
17 dh(emTI,, A ... * em ,,,, Oeg,,,,+,, * ... * P~~,~+J 
-Lp,a+c-p(~~t, * ... * efa A emr,,, A ... A e,,,,~,,Oeg, A ... A ego,,) 
modulo(S,+,.~,~,(SzE)~Ker(N,,,)). 
Consequently, we obtain 
- c (se ~)bLp,o+u -p (e,r\ ... r\efoAe m7c I, 
rtG* 
T(l)< < i,l’, 
i(l’ + 1, < <rIbI 
A .. A ern,,,,OeR, A .. * eg + ) u / 
,-d (eh, h - P A . . A ehh , 0 e,,T,t _), A . . . A e,,.,h,) 
0 6,&C) modulo(S,- ,(&E)oKer(N,.,)). 
Let v = (u + U, a + 0, 1, . . . . 1) be a partition contained in rz,,. Then, by the 
equation above, it is easy to see that there exists an element H contained 
in K,,, such that i;,.,ca •1 ,JR2,,.) + H is contained in Im(t,). Since v is higher 
than ,I,, under the lexicographic order, we can reduce ti, 0 El iq(R2,v) to an 
element related to partitions higher than ,I,. 
(3) Assume k 3 3. Let 2: be (sj, . . . . s,). By an easy computation, the 
following diagram is shown to be commutative: 
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Let U be an element contained in A”’ E@/jsZ E, and V be in 
/j”“EQ . . . Q/j”“-’ EO/\SkC”EO/\Sktl--“EOl\Sk+2E~ . . . @/j”‘E. Sup- 
pose R,,, = U@V. By the plethysm formula (Lemma 3.4) the following 
composite map is equal to the O-morphism: 
Hence, there exist partitions &, . . . . & contained in f,+ T-s, and J,, . . . . J, 
such that 
where & > ... > & > 2; under the lexicographic order, and Ji is contained 
in A,: E for each i. 
For pi = (a,, . . . . a,), we denote by pi the sequence of positive integers 
(Sl, sz, a1 3 ..., ah). By definition, pi is contained in r;+l. But it is not 
necessarily a partition. Then we have 
5j.q3 ‘j,p(UQV)= i 4,iPJOJi). 
i=l 
If pi is a partition, it is contained in f f+ r and is higher than Aq under the 
lexicographic order. Hence, if all p;s are partitions, {;., 0 q j,$Rk,c) is 
reduced to an element related to higher partitions. 
Assume that pi is not a partition for some i. We have only to show that 
<,,(U @ Ji) is reduced t o an element related to partitions higher than 2, by 
adding a certain element of K,,, to <,,(U @ Ji). For simplicity of notation, 
we put pi = (p + a, p + U, p + h, p + h, y, y, . . . . Z, Z) and &‘= (y, y, . . . . Z, Z) 
(i.e., s1 = s2 =p + a, & = (p + b, p + b, y, y, . . . . z, z), and b > a 2 0 since p is 
not a partition). 
We can describe C 0 Ji as the sum of the elements 
er, A . . A efpcuQe,, A . .. A eRn+@eh, A .. A eh,+bQem, A A e,p+,@W, 
whereh < ... <fpfor g, < ... cgp+rr, h, -c ... -c hp+,,, m, c ... -cm,+,, 
and W is an element in A,;E. Then lPi(C 0 Ji) is the sum of the elements 
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= c (en a)oef, A ff. * efoQegc,,, A ... A enocp, “E$+L7 
U(l)< ... <U(P) 
u(p+l)c ... <a(p+u) 
= c (sgn a) c (sgnz)oef, A ... A e /p 
aE$T+fl IEEp+b U(l)< ... <o(p) r( 1) < <T(P) 
a(p+l)< .” <n(p+u) r(p+l)< .’ <r(p+b) 
@ eg,,,) A . A e,,,@ 6p(ehl A . . . A e,,q @ em,,,) A . . . A em,,,,) 
o*&p+, A “’ A %+aQ%“(p+l, A .‘. A eR.,p+“)) 
o~b(ehp+l A ‘.. A ‘+,+b@%zrcp+,, A .‘. A em,,p+~~b~p~(W). 
Consider the following degree p relation on p-minors: 
ef, A . . . A e&,,,, A . . . A egb(pj@dP(ehl A ‘. . A e/@m,(,, A . ’ . A %,cp,) 
- eh, A . . . A eh,@ e,,,, A . . . A em,cpl 
0 J,(q, A . . . A efpQe,,,, A ‘. . A ego,,,). 
By Remark 4.7, it is contained in S,_ ,(SzE) om(N,,,). Hence, {,,(CO Ji) 
is the sum of the elements 
tl,,(q, * . . . A efp+,Qe,, A . . . A egp+. 
@eh,A ... Aehp+b@em,A ..’ Ae,,,,+,@w) 
E c (en fl.) c (w 4 0 eh, A . ‘. A eh, 
a=Gp+&l ~~EGp+b 
U(l)< ... <u(p) r(l)< . ..<r(p) 
a(p+l)< -..<o(p+a) r(p+l)< <r(p+b) 
Qe,,,, A . . . A em,,pbQ bp(ef, A . . * A er, Qeg,cl, A . . A eg,,,,) 
4&+, A .I. A Sfp+oQ%-,,,+,, A ... * %“,,,O,) 
06h(ehp+l A -.. A ehp+h@em~~p+~, A ... A %T,p+b,)o~,F(W) 
modulo(S,-,(S,E)oKer(N,,,)) 
=L,,deh, A ... A eh,,+a@e,, A ‘.. A %+,+a) 
06 ,+,(ef, A ... A efp+,Qe,, A ... A e,+,)~~p:.W). 
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Let vi = (p + b, p+ b, p+a, p+a, 1, . . . . 1) be a partition contained in 
r:,,. Then it is easy to see that there exists B in K,,, such that 
[,,(C @ Ji) + B is contained in Im(<,,), and vi is higher than A9 under the 
lexicographic order. 
We have completed the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
From Theorem 5.1 we have the next corollary immediately: 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.5. Zf we take a set of homogeneous minimal generators 
($or instance, Corollary 3.5), then the relation module on them is generated 
by their degree 1 relations. (Further, degree 1 relations are from type I and 
type II relations on p-minors.) 
6. MINIMAL FREE RESOLUTIONS: 
(n -2)~MINORS OF GENERIC (n x n)-smhfmuc MATRICES 
In this section we will prove the existence of minimal free resolutions of 
the ideals defined by (n - 2)-minors of generic (n x n)-symmetric matrices. 
Let n k 3 be an integer and [Fq be the prime field of characteristic q (we 
regard IF, as the rationals Q). Suppose E is a free Z-module of rank n. Then 
s= @,&II S, = S(S,E) is a polynomial ring over Z with n(n + 1)/2 
variables. 
DEFINITION 6.1. For an integer r, P&r, n) is defined to be 
p&r, n)=dim,,TorS~“Y(S/J,_,OIFq, S/J,@ffq) 
and called the rth Betti number of S/J,-,@ [Fq (all tensor products are 
defined over Z). 
DEFINITION 6.2. Let T= @ rZO T, be a Noetherian graded ring such 
that TO is a field, and M= BrZO M, be a linitely generated graded 
T-module. Then define the PoincarP series F(M, A) of A4 to be the formal 
power series 
F(M,A)= f (dim,M,).A’EZ[[A]]. 
r=O 
(It is well known that we can write F(M, A) in the form 
F(M, A) = P(M, A) 
n;=, (1 -de’)’ 
where P(M, A) is a polynomial in I with coefficients in Z.) 
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Remark 6.3. For any q and n > 3, S/J,, ~ z @ IFq is Gorenstein. 
Proof: By Kutz ([7]), S/J,-, @ IFq is a CohenMacaulay domain for 
any n and q. Hence, the Poincare series F(S/J, 2 @ IFq, i) determines 
whether S/J,,_ 2@ IFq is Gorenstein or not ([9, Theorem 4.43). But by 
plethysm formulas (Lemma 3.5), F(S/J,, ~ 2 @ IFq, i) does not depend on q. 
So we have only to prove that S/J, ~ z @ [Fq is Gorenstein when [Fq = Q. In 
this case we can construct minimal free resolutions ([5]) and it is known 
that F( S/J, ~ 2 0 Q, I+) is Gorenstein. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 6.4. There exist minimal free resolutions of S/J,, 2. 
Proof: It is well known (e.g., [S]) that Theorem 6.4 is equivalent to the 
next claim: 
Claim. For any r and n, /?,(r, n) does not depend on q. 
Proof of Claim. By [7], we have proj dim,,,,(SIJ,-, @ [Fq) = 6. 
Therefore B&r, n) = 0 for r < 0 or r 3 7. Further by Remark 6.3, 
/I&O, n) = p&6, n), p,( 1, n) = 8,(5, n), p&2, n) = p&4, n) are satisfied. Since 
we have only to show that fl,(O, n), /I,( 1, n), and /I&2, n) are independent 
of q. 
It is easy to see that /3&O, n) = 1 for any n and q. Moreover, by Remark 
3.6, the number of homogeneous minimal generators of J,- z 0 IFq does not 
depend on q. So /I,( 1, n) is independent of q. 
Then we have the graded exact sequence 
S( _ n + 2)~d’-n) -S(O)+SIJ,-,+O, 
where S(a) means the graded free S-module such that its homogeneous 
component of degree b is S, + *. Consider the degree n - 1 component of 
the above exact sequences: 
qwd LS n-l- (S/Jn~,L,-O. 
By the plethysm formula (Lemma 3.5), (S/Jnp2)np, is a Z-free module. 
Therefore Ker(a) is also Z-free. By Corollary 5.5, it is easy to check that 
/?,(2, n) = rank,(Ker(a)) for any q. Therefore p,(2, n) is independent of q. 
We have completed the proof of the Claim and of Theorem 6.4. Q.E.D. 
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